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INTRODUCTION
One problem that Is prevalent in the design of any circuit
that contains an active element is the proper representation of
the active element by an equivalent circuit. The equivalent
circuit for the electronic vacuum tube is well established and
is the foundation for most beginning electronic textbooks. The
parameters that make up the equivalent circuit can, in most
cases, be taken directly from the manufacturer's data sheet, and
the operation of the tube can be predicted quite accurately from
the equivalent circuit.
There are special cases where the basic equivalent circuit
is no longer an accurate representation of the tube. One such
case is in the upper useful frequency range of the tube where
phenomena such as transit time effects take place. In this fre-
quency range the basic equivalent circuit is no longer accurate
and must be revised to include the special effects.
In this report a basic equivalent circuit for the junction
transistor is presented. The equivalent circuit is analogous to
that of the vacuum tube in that it is relatively simple and the
parameters can be taken directly from the manufacturer's data
sheet or calculated using some simple relationships.
The transistor parameters specified by the manufacturer
usually have a wide range in value, and in many cases the param-
eters are not adequately specified. It is up to the design engi-
neer to approximate the parameter not adequately specified and
to design the circuit to the specification at least to the first
2approximation. It is in making these calculations that the
equivalent circuit presented performs its most useful function.
The equivalent circuit is useful as a first approximation to de-
termine if the circuit meets the design specifications whether
an upper or lower limit transistor is used.
This report does not discuss the physical action that takes
place in the transistor that determines the parameter. There are
many sources available where the subject is developed thor-
oughly. 2,3 ' 4
This report deals only with small signal (linear) applica-
tions of the transistor. The equivalent circuit, and the equa-
tions derived from the circuit, are utilized to analyze certain
specific transistor applications. The applications analyzed
include: (a) negative feedback, (b) high-frequency considera-
tions, including neutralization of the transistor, end (c) bias
consideration.
The transistor parameters are usually specified by giving
a maximum, minimum, and typical value. Upper end lower limits
mean the maximum and minimum values of the parameter specified.
2W. Shockley, "The Theory of P-I Junctions in Semicon-
ductors and P-N Junction Transistors," Bell System Technical
Journal , vol. 28, pp. 435-489, July, 1949.
A. Lo, R. Endres, J. Zawels, F. Waldhauer, C. Cheng,
Transistor Electronics , Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., pp. 272-309.
L. Giacoletto, "Study of P-N-P Alloy Junction Transistor
through Medium Frequencies," RCA Review , vol. 14, pp. 506-562,
December, 1954.
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
There ©re two forms of the basic equivalent circuit dis-
cussed, the bridged-T and the hybrid-Tf. The low-frequency forms
of the two are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2.
base o *yW
rb
r^<3>
oC ce 7W]
r„
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o
6
emitter
Fig. 1. Low-frequency bridged-T equivalent circuit
Fig. 2. Low-frequency hybrid-it equivalent circuit.
The T-equivalent circuit is the basic equivalent circuit
used extensively in the literature (for example, see Lo, et al. )
.
The notation, ?|re], used in the equivalent circuit indicates the
A. Lo, R. Endres, J. Zawels, F. Waldhauer, C. Cheng,
Transistor Electronics , Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., p. 43.
current flowing through the resistor in the brackets. To further
clarify B?|Re l means B times the current flowing through R Q .
The definition of the parameter and their dependency (if
any) on other parameters for the -T equivalent are as follows,
r^ - Base Spreading Resistance
This resistance represents the resistance of
the material from which the base is made, r^ is some-
times referred to as the base connection resistance or
the extrinsic base resistance. Typical values of r^, are
from five ohms for a power transistor to several hundred
ohms for small power units. This parameter is essen-
tially independent of voltage and current but has a
positive temperature coefficient of approximately 0.7
per cent per degree C.
re - Intrinsic Emitter Resistance
There is a direct relationship between the
emitter resistance re and emitter current I Q . The re-
lationship is given by re K/(I e in
% "
& ), where K is a
constant with the dimension of millivolts, and (I e in
Ma ) is the emitter d-c bias current in milliamperes.
For most transistors K 26 is a good approximation. '
Temperature, collector voltage, and collector current
have little effect on this parameter.
^bid., p. 288.
^P. Jochems, 0. Meraelink, L. Tummers, "Construction and
Electrical Properties of a Germanium Alloy-diffused Transistor,"
Proceedings of the IRE, vol. 46, no. 6, p. 1162, June, 1358.
5oC - Short-circuit Current Amplification FactorLB
oC^c is the short-circuit current amplifica-CO
tion factor between collector and emitter. In prac-
tically all cases .9^°* < 1. The current amplifi-
C
cation factor is a function of collector current, col-
lector voltage, and temperature.
r c - Collector Resistance
The value of r
c
is primarily determined by
the surface resistance across the base to collector
junction. r c can also be defined as the inverse slope
of l' co (leakage current) with collector voltage.
Typical values of r. are from a few thousand ohms to
hundreds of megohms for low-power silicon devices.
The hybrid-iY equivalent circuit can be derived from the T-
equivalent circuit by writing equations for both and relating
equivalent terms.
o c
V,
Fig. 3. T-equivalent circuit.
Using loop current analysis and writing equations for the
input and output voltage for the T-equivalent circuit yields:
6V l ^^b + *V - I 2r e
"v2 " -IlTe + X2^e + r c ) + ^ce i>[*•]
The current through re is
?[*.] J i -
1
8
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) yields
-V2 = -I x (re '°<cerc ),+ i 2 (re + rc fl -<* Ce]>
(1)
(2)
(4)
Pig. 4. TT-equivalent circuit.
The expressions for the input and output voltages for the
hybrid Tr-equivalent circuit are:
TX - l!(Hb Be ) - (I, Bl[Rel)Re
-V2 = -l!<Re ) (I| + BI^ep(Re + Rc )
The current through Re is
1
L
Re
J
=
1 + B
"
1 + B
Substituting Eq. (7) into Eqs. (5) and (6) yields
(5)
(6)
(7)
Rg Rq
Vl = Ii(Rb ) - 12
R,
-V2 = -Ii(-
1 +
BR
1 + B
R,
c
,
Jl
e
il
c
(8)
) (9)1+B 1+B 1 + B 1 + B
by comparing Eqs. (1) and (4) with Eqs. (8) and (9), the follow-
ing relations are obtained.
rb = Rb (10)
R
e
r (11)
1 + B
1 4 B
From Eq. (L3), B can be determined as
&£ ce
B = (13)
1 - oc
* ce
and since 1 > OC > . <? , B » 1.
B is defined as the low-frequency, or d-c, short-circuit
current gain between base and collector. The relationship be-
tween the low-frequency and d-c short-circuit current gain is
discussed further in a later section.
From Eq, (10), RQ can be determined.
R
e
= rQ (l 4 B) , B >>1 (14;
R
e
- Br (15)
The definitions given previously for the T-equivelent cir-
cuit apply to the parameter for the ir-equivalent circuit if the
correct conversion factors stated above are used.
The hybrid rr-equivalent circuit is the most useful of the
two equivalent circuits presented, and will be used as the basis
equivalent circuit for the remainder of this report.
The equivalent circuit thus far developed is useful only
for low-frequency application. To extend the usefulness of the
equivalent circuit to higher frequencies, reactive elements must
be included to represent the variations of the transistor param-
eters with frequency. Figure 5 is the final equivalent circuit
8Fig. 5. Hybrid tt-equivalent circuit.
which is useful to the first approximation over the major portion
of the transistor frequency range. The equivalent circuit is
similar to those developed in the literature 1 '^' °, but with ap-
proximation made to eliminate the parameters which have little
effect on the overall characteristics of the transistor. As is
the case of the resistive components, the values of capacitances
can be taken directly from the manufacturer's data sheet or cal-
culated, as shown later under definitions of transistor param-
eters.
Before elaborating on the frequency dependent parameters,
the transfer matrix shall be determined from the equivalent cir-
cuit for the three basic configurations: common emitter, common
collector, and common base. Approximations will also be made to
IE,
tion, Th
*P.
Electric
Proceedi
3l.
from D-c
p. 561,
Wolfendule, The Junction Transistor and Its Appllca -
e Macmillan Company, New York",~"l958, pp. 103-111.
Jochems, 0. Memelink, L. Tummers, "Construction and
al Properties of a Germanium Alloy-diffused Transistor,"
n£JL °£ the IPE, vol. 46, no. 6, p. 1162, June, 1958.
""Giac~oletto7~irStudy of P-N-P Alloy Junction Transistor
Through Medium Frequencies," RC£ Review , vol. 14,
December, 1954.
9simplify the matrices for low and high frequencies. Prom the
transfer matrix the voltage gain, current gain, input impedance,
and output impedance will be determined.
Equivalent Circuit Analysis
To illustrate the method of analysis using the transfer
matrix, a general case is given below.
ii
-*
12
—
=-r
4 i Network A
Vl
C \s
V-l = AV2 + BI2
*1 " CV2 + DI 8
Pig. 6. General four- terminal network.
4
For any four-terminal network the following equations can
be derived:
(16)
(17)
The transfer matrix can be written directly from Eqs. (16)
and ( 17 )
.
Vn A B Vo
(18)
For the purpose of deriving the voltage gain, current gain,
input impedance, and output impedance, the general network shown
in Pig. 6 is modified as shown in Fig. 7.
vl
=
C D
2
*2
10
V-
X
w
Network
l-L
Fig. 7. General four- terminal network
terminated by a load impedance.
Writing the transfer matrix for the two cascaded networks
shown in Pig. 7 yields
v l
II
A B
C D
v2
I*
(19)
1
VZL 1
Carrying out the matrix multiplication and setting l'g 0,
since there is no load on terminal 3, yields
A + B/ZL B V2
C D/ZL D
Solving Eq. (20) for the voltage gain gives
V2 1
Kv = — =
(20)
(21)
Y1 A + B/ZL
Letting vv> = I2ZL in E^' (20) and solving for the current
gain gives
I x CZL + D
Ki - (22)
Again using the relationship that Vg = I2ZL an<i U3inS E(ls
(21) and (22), the input impedance can be determined.
%ZL AZL + B
'in
Kv
(23)
CZt + D
11
To determine the output impedance when the input is term!
nated by an impedance, the network shown in Pig. 8 is used.
Vl
•Hi ,^
1 Network
^
ft J
r
A
<J
Pig. 8. General four-terminal network with
the input terminated by an impedance.
The output impedance can be found by taking the inverse of
the transfer matrix for the four-terminal network and applying
the same rules that were applied for finding the input impedance
The output impedance is given by
DZ„ + B
Z
o
" (24)
CZg + A
These relationships will be used to derive the pertinent
design equations using the basic equivalent circuit (Pig. 5),
arranged in the desired configuration. The equations describing
the common emitter configuration are derived in detail to illus-
trate the method. The equations describing the common collector
and common base configurations are stated without proof since
the method of deriving them is identical to that of the common
emitter case.
12
Common Emitter Configuration
The transfer matrices will be determined using the loop
current method, starting with the common emitter configuration.
Hf-
C a R e
v2 zL
*a + Kfo)
-o—
'
e
Pig. 9. Hybrid ir-equivalent circuit for
common emitter configuration.
Referring to Pig. 9 the equation for input voltage V^ and output
voltage Vg can be written as:
V1 = I^ Ze ) - (I2 Bl[Re])Ze
-v2 = -!!(«.) (i2 + BirRe-j )(Ze Z )
where
(25)
(26)
R<
PC
Z^ =
e PC,
*
Z
c
R
e
+ R
c
+
PCe PCC
and P = jw.
The current through the resistance Re is:
Z,
[Be] = (It - Io + BI |~iM )
J
e
It
(27)
15
Solving for I[~p ~j yields
Kl Re + BZe
Jl-
'e
Re + BZe
(28)
Substituting Eq. (28) into Eqs. (25) and (26) gives new expres-
sions for V^ and Vg.
ReR D + Reze + BZeRb
VX * i x ( — ) - i 2
Reze
-V2 II (
Re + BZe
BZeZc - ZeRe
Re + BZe
) + la (
ZeR e + ZcRe
(29)
(30)
Re BZe
Solving for 1^ in Eq. (30) yields
x>/'gZif» •* /jghg
It = -Vo (
Re + BZe
) - Io <
zeR e + zcRe
•) (31)
BZe Zc - ZeRe BZqZq - Z@Re
Substituting Eq. (31) in Eq. (29) and solving for Vx yields,
„
ReRb+Reze+BZeRb
x
Re zezc+RezeRb-RbRezc,
, ,V
x
m -V2 ( .— ) - Ig( ) (32)
BZe Zc - ZeRe BZe /Jc "* ze^-e
The transfer matrix can be written directly from Eqs. (31) snd
(32).
ReRb+Peze+BZeRb Rezeze+zeReRb+zcRbRe
Vn
BZ
e
z
c
'" Reze
Re + BZe
BZez c " zeRe
zeRe + zcR e
(33)
BZgZg — RqZq WLqLq - ZeRe
By comparing the transfer matrix of Eq. (24) with that of
the general case given in Eq. (18), the following relationships
are evident.
ReRb + Re ze 3ZeRb
A = - (34)
BZezc " R eze
14
R
e
Z
e
Z
c
Z
e
R
e
Rb + zcRbRe ,__
NB = - — — ' \oo)
KZ©zc " Re ze
RA + BZ ft
C = - — (36)
B2eZc - ReZe
ZQRe + ZcRe
D (37)
BZezc " zeRe
The voltage gain for the common emitter configuration is
determined by using the relationship given in Eq. (21).
ZLZe (B Zc - Re )
Kye (38)
Re zezc+Reze zL+ BRbzLze+ RezeRb
+RePbZc+FbRe ZL
The current gain for the common emitter configuration is
determined by using Eq. (22).
Ze (BZc - Re )
K- = 1—2 (39)
?e Re (Zc ZL + Ze ) + BZLZe
The input impedance for the common emitter configuration is
determined by using Eq. (23).
(Zc + ZL )ZeRe
Zln m Rb + (40)
R eZe + BZLZe + ReZc + Re ZL
The output impedance for the common emitter configuration
is determined by using Eq. (24).
( zeRe+zcRe
)
zg+zeRezc+zeRbRe+zcRbRe
ZQe = H (41)
Z
g (Re + BZe ) + ReRb + ReZe + BZeRb
The low-frequency transfer matrix can be determined in a
manner equivalent to that of the general case.
The low-frequency common emitter transfer matrix can be de-
termined to be:
15
J
S
g
b Rb
A/W
R,
X 2
+ BI
j>e]
12
) f
BIT^l V2 ^z.
[Re]
?
•O—
'
e
Fig. 10. Hybrid-ir low-frequency common
emitter equivalent circuit.
(1 + B)Rb + Re ReRb + R cRb + RcRe
BRc " Re
1 + B
BRc " Re
BFC - Re
R e + R c
BRc "" R e
(42)
The voltage gain Ky can be calculated using the relation-
ship given in Eq. (21).
RL (BRC - Re )
Kve *
RL^[l + B]Rb + Re )+RePb+RcRb+RcR
In the general case Rc > > Re , B>>1.
BRL Rc
(43)
e
*v8
R L< BPb + V Rc (Pe + V
In most practical cases R c > > R^.
BR^
Lve —
Re + Rb
(44)
The current gain Kj can be calculated using the relation-
ship given in Eq. (22).
10
BRg — Rq
K,_ = (45)
(1 B)RL + Re + Rc
In all cases R c > > Re , B > >1. Therefore K 7 reduces to
BR C
K._ . (46)
1 BRL + Rc
The current gain with the output short circuited will be
of interest later. Therefore setting Rl equal to zero, the
short-circuit current gain can be found to be
K 7e ^
~B short-circuit current gain (47)
The low-frequency common emitter input impedance for the
equivalent circuit is
(Rc + RL )Fe
R1n _ = Rh (48)i e - nb Re + BRL + Pc + RL
As before, R c > > RL , Rc > >
R
Q
RinP - Rb
R~RA
(49)
Rc + BRL
The input impedance with the output short circuited will be
of interest later, so setting R^ equal to zero the short-circuit
input impedance can be found to be
Rin ~ Rb + Re short-circuit input impedance (50)
The low-frequency common emitter output impedance for the
equivalent circuit is
(Re+R c )Rg+R eR c+ReIV-RbRcRout e = » 51 '
Rg (l + B) + Rb (l + 3) + Re
The output impedance with the input open circuited is
*e + Rc
Rout e — open-circuit output impedance (52)
B
17
The transfer matrix for the high-frequency common emitter
equivalent circuit can be determined using the same method as
that used in the general case.
Pig. 11. Hybrid-rr high-frequency common
emitter equivalent circuit.
This equivalent circuit is useful in the frequency range
where
1
PC e
<<Re and
PC,
^ <Y(Q . Also the parameter, hfe , in-
troduced in Fig. 11 will be defined as B
R,
hfe = B — or B
1 + ?C e Re
(53)
The transfer matrix for the high-frequency equivalent cir-
cuit is
( l+hfe )Rb+Xe XeRb+XcRb+XcXe
II
hfeXc - Xe
h,
hfexc " x<
hfexe " xe
xe + xc
hfeXc " Xe
(54)
In prectically all cases of interest Xc >>Xe , where Xc =
1 PC C
and Xe = . Using this approximation the voltage gain,
pce
Kv , current gain K , input impedance Zin , and output impedance
18
Zout are as follov;s:
K
hfe xc Z L
ve
K
?e
= -
([l hfe]Rb + Xe )ZL 4 (Pb + Xe )X (
hfe xc
Zine = Rb +
'out e =
(14 hfe )ZL+ Xc
(Xc + zL )xe
X
c
4 ZL (1 hf9 )
Xc Zg + Xc (Xe + Rb )
(55)
(56)
(57)
(58)
(1 hfe )Zg 4 (14 hfe )Rb + Xe
The output Impedance with the input open circuited will be of
interest later.
X,
c output impedance with
'out e — '
—
I Input open circuited (59)
1 + ^e
Common Collector Configuration
Figure 12 is the equivalent circuit in the common collector
configuration. The transfer matrix and the equations of inter-
est will be stated without proof since the method of determining
these is identical with that used for the common emitter case.
Common collector transfer matrix:
Rv, + Z, R«(ZG + Z«)
'e e
Zc (Re + BZe )
R
e
(Z
c
+ Z
e
)(Rb+ Ze )-Ze*Re
Zc (Re + BZe )
Common collector voltage gain:
(60)
19
Kvc =
ZLZc (P e + BZe )
C b+Zc )(Re+BZe )ZL Re (ZcPb+ ZeRb+ Zc Ze )
c
e
8 31
H bi [r J
18} f
Vo Zi
(61)
Pig. 12. Hybrid- it equivalent circuit for the
common collector configuration.
Common collector current gain:
Zc (BZe + Re )
K
?e
=
BZeZL + Re< zc + ze * ZL>
Common collector input impedance:
ZLZc (Re + BZe ) + Zc ZeRe
zinc = Rb + ; r
z
c
R
e
+ z
e
R
e + zL< Re + BZe )
Common collector output impedance:
'out,
( zc[zg + Rvl + Za \Z„ + Z« + ZlbJ 'eL"g 8 :])Re
(Z
g
+ Rb + Ze )(R e + BZe )
Low-frequency common collector transfer matrix:
Rk + R, Re (Rb + P c ) + RcRb
1
Re"
Rc (l + B)
R
c *
Re
Rc (l + B)
V2
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
20
'VvAA-
P, e
Rc > BI
f Io +
[Re]
12 BI |Rej
I
Fig. 13. Hybrid-fr low-frequency common
collector equivalent circuit.
Low-frequency common collector voltage gain:
R LKC (1 B)
Kvc = (66)
(Rb + Rc )(l + B)RL + RcRb + RQRb + RcRe
Using the valid approximations that Rc >>Re , Ejj> > RQ and
B > > 1.
Kvc Z 1 < 6? )
Low-frequency common collector current gaint
R c (l + B)
K 7C
BRL + Rc + Fe + RL
(68)
Using the approximations that Rc > > Re and B > > 1:
BR„
K ic « (69)
BBL Rc
Low-frequency common collector input impedance:
RLRC (1 + B) + R cRe
R inc = *b
+ (70)
R c + Re + (1 + b)RL
Using the approximations that B > > 1, Rj, > >Re , and Rc > > Re i
(Re + BRL )R C
R^ nc CT «b
R c + BRL
(71)
21
Low-frequency common collector output impedance:
V Rg + V + V Rg + Re + VR outn = ; ~~ ;c (R
g
+ Rb + R c )(l + B)
(72)
Using the approximations that Rc > > Re , Rc > > Rb , R c > > Rg ,
Rg>>Rb , and B> > 1:
R outc 4
Rg + R2
B
Pig. 14. Hybrid-ir high-frequency common
collector equivalent circuit.
(73)
High-frequency common collector transfer matrix:
R>> + X,
*c
Xe (Rb + Xc ) 4 XcRb
Xc (l + hfe )
Xr + X
•
X, x
c (i hfe )
High-frequency common collector voltage gain:
ZLXC (1 + hfe )
Kvc -
(74)
(75)
(Rb+Xc )(l+hfe )7,L XcPb+XeRb+ XcXe
using the approximations that Xc > > Rb , Xc > > Xe , and (1 + hfe )ZL
> >(Rb + Xe ).
^cri (76)
22
High-frequency common collector current gain:
Xc (l + hfe )
K , . (77)
Using the approximation that Xc > > Xe :
Xc (l + hfe )
%±%m (78)
x
c
ZL (1 * hfe )
High-frequency common collector input impedance:
ZLXC (1 + hre ) + XcXe
Zin = Rb + - (79)c xc + Xe + ZL (1 + hfe )
Using the approximations that Xc > > Xe , Z^ > > Xe :
ZLXC (1 hfe )
zmc * "b + ; (so)
x
c
zL (i hfe )
High-frequency common collector output impedance.*
Xc (Zg + Rb ) Xe (Zg + Xe + Xc )Zout c
= (81)
(Zg + Rb + Xc )(l + hfe )
Using the approximations that Xc > > Xe , Zp > > Rb , and Xc > > Zg<
ze Xe
Zoutc CT-£ (82)1 + hfe
23
Common Base Configuration
Fig, 15. Hybrid-rr equivalent circuit for
the common base configuration.
Transfer matrix for the common base configuration:
R6 (Ze+Rb )+BZeRb
BZQZ c+Rb (Re+BZe )
Re + BZe
RbReze+z c 2eRe+z cRbRe
.
.1 a
B2eZc+Rb( Re+BZe>
(R D+Zc )(Re+BZe )
BZeZ c+Rb (Re+BZe ) BZeZc+Rb (Re+BZ )
Common base voltage gain:
ZL (BZeZc Rb [Re + BZe ])
v2
12
Kvb
zL^ Re[ze+R b]'fBZeRb) +RbReze+zc zeRe+z cRbR
Common base current gain:
B(ZeZc + ZeRb ) + RbR e
e
?b
< ZL + Zc + Rb^BZe Re )
Common base input impedance:
(83)
(84)
(85)
24
R b (ZLR e+ 2JcRe+BZe ZL ) ZeRe lZL+Zc+Rb )
Zin =
;
(86)b (ZL + Zc + Rb )(R e + BZe )
Common base output impedance:
Z
c
(BZ
e
Z
g
+ZgR e+ZeRe+RbR e )+BZeZgRb+ZgRbR e+ZeR bRe
'outb (87)
BZ
eRb + BZ e zg + zgRe ZeR e
+ ReRb
-
, >
BIN
e
vi
V
Re Rc
c
i
-1
A-
»> *2
4>
v2
ZL
s
1
b b
Fig. 16. Hybrid-tr low-frequency common
base equivalent circuit.
Low-frequency common base voltage gain:
RL (BR C + R D jl + Bj)
Kvb - f
= (88)
RL ( l R e+Rb +BRb> + RbRe+R cR e+R cRb
Using the approximations that Rc >> Rb , Rc > > Rj,
BRL
Kvb (89)
Re + Rb
Low-frequency common base current gain:
B(R C + Rb ) + Rb
Kf b = -
° (90)
(RL + R c + Rb )(l + B)
Using the approximations that Rc > > R D > Rc >>R L* and B > > 1:
K ?b ^l (91)
The current gain with the output short circuited is:
25
B
K Tb = short-circuit current gain (92)
1 + B
Low-frequency common base input impedance:
Rb<RL+R c+9R L> + V RL+Rc+Rb>
Rinb
- (93)
(R L + R c + Rb )(l + B)
Using the approximations that Rc >>Rl, Re >> Rb , RL^ Rb»
and B > >1:
!t nb —
Re Rb
B
(94)
This is also the approximate input impedance with the output
short circuited which will be of use later.
Low-frequency common base output impedance:
Rc (BRg+Rg+ Re+Rb )+BRgRb+RgRb+RbReR outb (95)B(Rg + Rb ) + Rg + Re + Rb
Using the approximations that Rg > > Rb , Rc >> Re , Rc > > R^,
and B > > 1:
R„(BR,, + RA )
outb
'S e
R,
3R,, + R
(96)
e
The low-frequency output impedance with the input open-
circuited will be of interest later; this is
K outb
Rc open-circuit current gain (97)
High-frequency common base transfer matrix:
Xe+ ( l+hf )Rb XeRb+XcXe+XcRb
hfeXc+(l+hfe )Rb
1 + hfe
hfeXc+(l+hfe )Rb
(Rb+Xc )(l+hfe )
hf
e
Xc+( l+hfe )Rb hf
e
X
c+( l+hfe )Rb
v2
(98)
26
Pig. 17. Hybrid-w common base high-
frequency equivalent circuit.
High-frequency common base voltage gain:
?L(hfeV-Fb [l+hfe])
Kvb = "~
ZL^ xe+Rb+hfeRb>+Rbxe+xcxe+xopb
Using the approximations that Xc >> Rb and Xc > > Xe :
E
hfexcZL
vb ~
zL< xe Rb[hfe + l]) + Xc (Rb + Xe )
High-frequency common base current gain:
hfe (Xc Rb ) + Rb
?b
(H + Xc + Rb)^ + *fJ
Using the approximation that Xc > > Rb :
K
hfexc
?b - (ZL + Xc )(l hfe )
High-frequency common base input impedance:
_
Rb (ZL+Xc+hfeZL ) » Xe (Z L+Xc+Rb )
inb ~ (ZL
"+ Xc )(l + hfef
Using the approximation that Xc >> Rb :
(99)
(100)
(101)
(102)
(103)
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R D (ZL [l + hfe1 + Xc ) + Xe (ZL + Xc )
Zin - + ( 104
)
D (ZL Xc )(l hfe )
The input iiiipedance at very high frequencies with the out-
put short-circuited will be of interest later; this is
Z^n, ^ R D short-circuit input impedance (105)
High-frequency common base output impedance:
Zg< hfexc'fXc+hfeRb+Rb) +xcxe+xeRb+xcRb ,„^zoutb " 1106)
Z
g
(hfe + 1) XeRb (l hfe )
The output impedance with the input open-circuited will be
of interest later; this is
Zou fc, ^X • R D open-circuit output impedance (107)
Definitions of Transistor Parameters
The equivalent circuits having been established, it is now
necessary to determine the parameters from the manufacturer's
data sheet. Listed below are the parameters usually given on a
typical data sheet. In many cases some Of the important param-
eters are missing but usually they can be estimated by utilizing
some of the relationships thus far developed.
The configuration of the transistor that the parameter
represents is denoted by subscripts. For example, h^e is the
common emitter forward current transfer ratio with the output ac
short-circuited, while hfb is the identical parameter for the
common base configuration.
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Small Signal and High-frequency Parameters
h b — Common base - output admittance, input ac
open-circuited.
Hqq -- Common emitter - output admittance, input
ac open-circuited.
*Hb "" Common base - input impedance, output ac
short-circuited.
h^
e
-- Common emitter - input impedance, output ac
short-circuited.
hp D -- Common base - reverse voltage transfer
ratio, input ac open-circuited.
nfb -- Common base -forward current transfer
ratio, output ac short-circuited.
nfe -- Common emitter - forward current transfer
ratio, output ac short-circuited.
life -- Common collector - forward current transfer
ratio, output ac short-circuited.
f^b - Common base - the frequency at which the mag-
nitude of the small signal short-circuit for-
ward current transfer ratio is 0.707 of its
low-frequency value.
f^g - Common emitter - the frequency at which the
magnitude of the small signal short-circuit
forward current transfer ratio is 0.707 of
its low-frequency value.
fmax - Maximum frequency of oscillation.
Cob "" Collector to base - capacitance measured across
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the output terminals with the input ac
open-circuited.
C oe -- Collector to emitter - capacitance measured
across the output terminals with the input
ac open-circuited,
r'b — Base spreading resistance.
NP -- Noise figure.
Z^ — Input impedance.
Z -- Output impedance.
Tg -- Operation temperature.
T. -- Junction temperature.
T S£g - Storage temperature.
Direct-current Measurements
Iq, Ig, Ig - Direct currents into collector,
emitter, or base terminal.
VCB» ^EB " Voltage collector to base, or emitter
to base.
VCE "*" Voltage collector to emitter.
Vbe """ Voltage base to emitter.
BVcbo " Breakdown voltage, collector to base
junction reverse biased, emitter open-cir-
cuited (value of I c should be specified).
vCEO ~ Voltage collector to emitter, at zero base
current, with the collector junction reverse
biased. Specify I c .
BVq^q - Breakdown voltage, collector to emitter,
with base open-circuited. This may be a
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function of both rn" (the charge carrier
multiplication factor) and the hf^ of the
transistor. Specify I c .
IEq, Iebo - Emitter current v/hen emitter junction
is reverse biased and collector is dc open-
circuited.
IqEq - Collector current with collector junction re-
verse biased and base open-circuited.
ICES - Collector current with collector junction re-
verse biased and base shorted to emitter.
IgQS - Emitter current with emitter junction reverse
biased and base shorted to collector.
Rgp — Collector saturation resistance.
Iqq, IcBO " Collector current when collector junction
is reverse biased and emitter is dc open-
circuited.
hpE -- Common emitter direct-current transfer ratio,
output short-circuited.
hpB -- Common base direct-current transfer ratio,
output short-circuited.
The methods of determining the equivalent circuit parameters
from the data given on the manufacturer's data sheets are listed
below.
Determination of B
Case 1. hfe given. hfe was defined as the forward current
transfer ratio with the output ac short-circuited. This parameter
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is usually specified by the manufacturer at a frequency well be-
low the common emitter cut-off frequency. Referring to Eq. (47),
it follows that B ~ hfe if hfe is specified as being measured
below the common emitter cut-off frequency foc e * *n ^erms <>f
the static characteristics hfe is defined as
9l
hfe = 3i B
limit Al c
A->0
VC=C ^
XBAl]
where Iq, Ig, and Vc are the direct-current values of the col-
lector current, base current, and collector voltage respec-
tively*
Case 2. hpg given, hpg was defined as the direct-current
transfer ratio with the output short-circuited. There is little
difference between hfe and hpg if hfe is specified at a fre-
quency well below its cut-off frequency f^e* This can be sub-
stantiated by comparing the values of hfe and hpg on data sheets
that give both parameters. x For making calculations to the
first approximation, the following relationships are valid.
B
-
hFE and hFE C hfe
Case 3. c< CQ or hfD given. Referring to Eqs.(12) and (92),
B can be calculated using the relationship
1 - o£
ce
where c?c
c
m h.^. The above relationship is true if hfD or oC ce
is specified at a frequency well below the common base cut-off
frequency fp< D .
^General Electric Transistor Manual, 3rd ed. , General Elec-
tric Co., Semiconductor Products, 1224 W. Genesee St., Syracuse,
New York, 1958.
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Determination of Re
B26
Re can be estimated using the relationship Re =
Ig in ma
in all practical cases of interest.
Determination of Rb
Case 1. R^ is approximately equal to r^ so if r D is given,
R D can be taken directly from the data sheet.
Case 2. rb not given, but h^ e given. In practically all
cases the frequency at which h^ e is measured is so low that the
low-frequency equivalent circuit applies. Referring to Eq.
(50), the equation for determining Rb can be derived.
B26
Rb C hie ~
IE in ma
where Ig in ma indicates the d-c emitter bias current in milli-
amperes. The value of the d-c bias conditions for which any
parameter is specified is usually given on the manufacturer's
data sheet, and is used in the calculation of Rb .
Case 3. rb not given, but h^ given. Referring to Eq.
(94), the equation for determining Rb can be derived.
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Rb £ B (hib )
I]§ in ma
Determination of Ce
This parameter can be determined knowing Re and fcxe °f ^"Xb'
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There is a fundamental relationship existing between f , e and
x och x ©<b
* ocb» this being f<xe = » or **o<.e - This relation-
B + 1 B
ship can be derived from the equations for the common emitter
current gain and the common base current gain. Equation (39)
gives for the common emitter current gain
Ze (BZc - Re )
Kie = "
Re< zc + ZL + V + BZLZe
The expression with the output short circuited is of interest,
BZe
and also at f^ e Zc > > ZQ and Zc > > Re ; therefore K^ e ^ - .
Re
Similarly for the common base case, simplifying Eq. (85)
BZe
for the output short circuited yields K^ ~ . Rewrit-
BZq 4- Rq
ing these equations in an alternate form and using the equiva-
lent parameters listed under Definitions of Transistor Param-
B
eters, it follows that hfe = . The frequency at
1 + j« CeR
which hfe is 0.707 of its value at low frequencies is defined as
1
= Re at foce or foce * • Thexcefc<e ; therefore
equivalent expressions for the common base case are
2irC eRe
1 1
hfb = and fo^v, = . From this it is
1 + B p$ C eRe 2tr B C eR e
fcxb
obvious that f
^
e ^ for the equivalent circuits developed.
B 1
The equations for finding Ce are therefore C e =
or C e -
B 2tt fo^eRe
2tt foCbRe
Determination of C c
C c can be estimated from the value given for C b* The data
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given for C -^ on the manufacturer's data sheet is a direct indi-
cation of the value of Cc , (refer to Eq. (107)). C ob is a
measured parameter and it includes some extrinsic capacitance,
so C b is alwayr greater than C c . As an approximation C c can be
estimated to be l///i F^ less than the value given for C b-
Determination of R c
R
c
can be approximated when hoe or hob is given on the
data sheet.
Case 1. hoe given. Referring to Eq. (52), the equation
for the common emitter output impedance with the input open cir-
Re + ^c *-
cuited was found to be R ut c = which is equal to
B hoe
in this case. Using the relationships already developed,
the equation for R
c
can be determined to be
B B26 B
R
c or Rc rh
oe IE in ma hoo
B B26
since >> in all cases.
hoe IE in ma
Case 2. hob given. Using the same procedure as used above
with reference to Eq. (97), Rc can be found to be R c ^ .
' hob
Determination of hfe
This parameter is equivalent to the one given on the data
sheet. The problem is to determine its value at the frequency
of interest. One method is to use the expression hfe ^ B
Ze
R
e
3£
where ZQ can be determined at the frequency of interest. An-
other method of determining hfe is to use the approximation that
hfe decreases at a rate of approximately 6 db per octave from
its value at f
o<e'
Table of Equivalent Circuit Parameters
Table 1 is a tabulation of the parameters that constitute
the equivalent circuit and formulas useful in approximating these
parameters from the manufacturer's data sheet.
Table 1. Approximate relationships between equivalent
circuit parameters and parameters on manu-
facturer's data sheet.
Kqulva- ; equation S I03• calculating
lent : Di- :
circuit : rect : Common 1 Common ' . Direct
param- : equiva- base : emitter \ 1 calculation
eter : lent :
B
Ri
R,
lfe
*b
'ob
26
B(hib -
IE (ma)
)
hFE
B26
lie
IE (ma)
w<xb Re V'xe Re
c
ob
Vhob BAoe
B26/Is (ma)
B
e
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NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Negative feedback is of use in the design of transistor
amplifiers to improve the following characteristics:
1. Frequency response
a. In the design of wide-band amplifiers nega-
tive feedback is of use in trading gain for
bandwidth.
2. Variation in gain due to variation in transistor
parameters.
3. Distortion.
There are two basic forms of feedback which will be dis-
cussed here--voltage (shunt) feedback and current (series)
feedback.
Voltage Feedback
The method of analysis will be to determine a constant
voltage form of an equivalent circuit for the amplifier without
feedback and then to modify this equivalent circuit by adding
the feedback circuit to determine the desired design equations.
The common emitter amplifier configuration will be used as the
basic circuit for the analysis.
Figure 18 shows the basic common emitter amplifier stage
with the biasing network not shown.
Figure 19 shows the constant voltage form of equivalent cir-
cuit for the common emitter stage.
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B
zin
« Zt
"* >B
•
in
Zl
v
Pig. 18. Common emitter amplifier stage.
Fig. 19. Constant voltage form of equivalent
circuit for the common emitter
amplifier stage.
In Pig. 19:
Kvo = voltage gain with load open circuited
Z»p = output terminal impedance with input short
circuited
zin * inPut impedance
B, C, E = the base, collector, and emitter terminals
respectively.
The open-circuit voltage gain can be found for the general
case by referring to Pig. 6 and Eq. (16), and letting Ijj 0.
V2/Vl " X/A < 108)
Therefore in Pig. 19
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Kyo = 1/A (109)
In terras of the common emitter equivalent circuit previously
developed, Eq. (34), A is
R
eRb + RQZe + BZRv
A = - -^ — S-2 (110)
BZez c " Reze
Therefore the open-circuit voltage gain is
BZeZc - ReZeK^ (HI)
ReRb + Reze + BZeRb
ZT can be found by using Eq. (24), by letting Zg =
(input short circuited).
B Z
e
R
e
Z
c
+Z
e
RbRe+ZcRbRe
Zip • «» , V 112 )
A ReRb + Re ZQ+BZeRb
From Pig. 19 the equation for the voltage gain can be
written as
1 ZL
*ve " ~ < 113 >
A ZL + ZT
Substituting Eqs. (110) and (112) into Eq. (113) yields the
previously derived Eq. (38) for the common emitter voltage gain.
From Eq. (40), the input impedance without feedback is
< zc + zL> zeRe
R eZe+BZLZe+R eZc+R eZL
The voltage gain with feedback will now be determined.
Figure 20 is the common emitter amplifier with voltage feedback.
From Fig. 21, using Millman's theorem and solving for Vin ,
inA Rb + < 114 >le
yields
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Fig. 20. Common emitter amplifier with
voltage feedback.
Fig. 21. Equivalent circuit of amplifier
stage with feedback.
Vl Vo
%l zF
in = 111
+ — + —
.
zini zl ZF
(115)
where Z^n is the modified input impedance a3 described in
Eq. (121).
Using the approximation that Zp >> Z^n , which is true in
all practical cases, and solving for V in terms of KvoV^n ,
yields
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ZL ZF
ZL + ZF
v
-r Kvo vm U*6
Z
o
+
ZLZF
z + ZF
Letting
zL zp
Zx . (117)
ZL + ZP
Eq. (116) can be written
zx
V ^ Kv0 Vin (118)
zx zo
Vo 1
Solving for , replacing Kvo with — , yields
vin A
Vo zx *
Kven « < 119 >
vin zx + zo A
Equation (119) is approximately equal to Eq. (113) if Z^
is replaced by Zx , so the voltage gain from base to collector
with feedback is approximately given by Eq. (38) if Z^ is re-
placed by Zx and ZF > > Zin .
ZxZe (BZc - Re )
Kvei - (120)
Re zezc+Rezezx+BRbzxze+Re zeRb+ReRbzc+RbRezx
Using the same argument stated above, Z^n , in Pig. 21 is
approximately equal to Z^n defined by Eq. (40), if Zl in Eq.
(40) is replaced by Zx defined in Eq. (117).
(Zc Zx )ZeRe
zini <T Rb + ; (121)
Reze+^zxze+R ezc+Re zx
Prom Eq. (119)
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Vo
vin C or vo- " Vln Kvei (122)
Substituting Eq. (120) into Eq. (115) and solving for
Vq/V^, which is the voltage gain with feedback, yields:
VQ Zp / 1
Kvp = — C I ( 123 )
g (— -~— + 1) 1
V^vei zg ^in^
If Kve - is sufficiently large
Zp
KvP — (124)
zl
Derivation of input impedance with feedback:
Vin
zinp= zl+— (125)
tX m IB lp (126)
vir
IB * (127)
zini
Ip = !ifLlZ£ c»,
zp
Substituting Eq. (122) into Eq. (128) gives
vin + Kvei vin ,.-m»lp ^ JL- ( 129
)
ZF
Substituting Eqs. (127) and (128) into Eq. (125) and solving
for input impedance with feedback, yields:
1
zinp ^ z l + " (130)
_ + — (1 + Kvel )
zini ZF
Derivation of current gain-:
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rrom Eqs. (126), (127), and (128) the input current is
1 1
zlni sf
1 + K
ve]_ ) (131)
The output current is given by
*o -
—
o
K V.Avei vm
Solving for the current gain with feedback yields
iq F =
---(—±>
Zl i
Zin
x
Zp
(1 + Kve )
(132)
(133)
Current Feedback
The method of analysis will be to determine a constant-cur^
rent form of an equivalent circuit for the amplifier without
feedback, and then to modify this equivalent circuit by adding
the feedback circuit to determine the desired design equations.
The common emitter amplifier configuration will be used as the
basic circuit for the analysis.
Figure 18 is the common emitter amplifier stage with the
biasing network not shown. Figure 22 is the constant- current
form of equivalent circuit for the amplifier stage.
In Fig. 22
K^s = current gain of the amplifier with the output
short circuited
Z>j> = output terminal impedance with the input open
circuited
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Fig. 22. Constant-current form of equivalent
circuit for the common emitter
amplifier stage.
Z^n = input impedance
B, C, E ac the base, collector, and emitter
terminals respectively.
The short-circuit current gain can be found for the general
case by referring to Pig. 6, Eq. (16), and letting V2 = 0.
I 2/Il = lA> (134)
Therefore in Fig. 22
K }s = 1/D19 (135)
In terms of the common emitter equivalent circuit pre-
viously developed, Eq. (37), D is
D = -
Z
e
R
e +
Z
c
R
e
e c e e
(136)
Therefore the short-circuit current gain is
K ?s m "
BZe Zc - ZeRe
zeRe + zcRe
(137)
ZT can be found by using Eq. (24) by letting Zg—> oo
(input open circuited).
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Zm 25 —- S
ZeR e + Z cRe
Re + BZe
(138)
From Fig. 22 the equation for the current gain can be written
as
K je = '
'T
(139)
D ZT + ZL
Substituting Eqs. (136) and (138) into Eq. (139) yields the
previously derived PJq. (39) for the common emitter current gain.
The input impedance is given by Eq. (40).
The equation describing the amplifier stage with feedback
will now be determined. Figure 23 is the common emitter ampli-
fier stage with current feedback.
Fig. 23. Common emitter amplifier with
current feedback.
Referring to Fig. 24 and writing the equation for E^n in
terms of I in (assuming ZT > > Zp and ZL > > Zp), yields
Zrp
vin^Iin ( zin + zf) + Kislin < ) Z-i (140)
ZT + ZL
Solving Eq. (140) for ^in/^in gives the input impedance
with feedback when measured at the base terminal.
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Fig. 24. Equivalent circuit of common emitter
amplifier stage with current feedback.
vin
zinFR " £ Zin + ZFB
x in
1 K is (
Zy
)
zT + zL
(141)
The input impedance with feedback taking into account Z^
is
in
'inp (142)
Z-
Zin + ZF
~Z-
1 + K
,s<
ZT + ZL
Solving for V gives (assuming Z > > Zp and Zj^ > > Zp)
,
Z«p
V
o - "
K ls I in ZL 1143)
ZT + ZL
The voltage gain with feedback is
*vF Vvin (
*
44 )
Substituting Eqs. (140) and (143) into Eq. (144) yields
K
ZT
KyF ~ "
Zrp + Z|^
(145)
Zin + Zp (1 + K
'T )
is
ZT + ZL
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Derivation of current gain with feedback.
From Pig. 24
Zl ZinFB tnMm%Il^ xla (146)
zl
zo
ioc: - K?s*in (147)
Z + ZL
Solving for current gain yields
Zip
K 3 Iin --
I ZT + ZL
I )p = —_ = - Zx (148)
' I I I in (Zl + Zin. b }
Substituting Eq. (141) into Eq. (148) and simplifying,
yields
Zl
K ipcr (149)
Zp 1 Z 1 Zin
1 + (— + +1)
Z<j Zpi Zt?
K is
ZT + ZL
If K,
s
ZF > >ZX + Zin + Zp.
zT + zL
zl
K?p £--
— (150)
Zp
HIGH-FREQUENCY AMPLIFICATION
Undoubtedly the most important consideration in the design
of a high-frequency amplifier is the proper choice of the
transistor to be used. If signal power gain is used as a cri-
terion for the usefulness of a given transistor at a given fre-
quency, a figure of merit for the transistor can be developed
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which is analogous to the well known gain bandwidth product for
the vacuum tube. The figure of merit for the transistor is the
frequency at which the signal power gain is unity. The figure
of merit is often defined on data sheets as the maximum frequency
of oscillation. Once the figure of merit for a transistor has
been determined the signal power gain that is possible at fre-
quencies below it can be estimated, using the approximation that
signal power gain increases 6 db per octave below the figure of
merit.
Derivation of Figure of Merit
The figure of merit for transistors can be determined from
the basic equivalent circuit.
1
T
Hh
^y
vL
e 6 BI !>e] k
Fig. 25. Equivalent circuit for determining
signal power gain.
Since the figure of merit is for optimum conditions, it
will be derived assuming the input and output are con jugate ly
^-L. Giacoletto, "Study of P-N-P Alloy Junction Transistor
from D-c through Medium Frequencies," RCA Review , vol. 14,
December, 1954.
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matched. The condition of unity power gain occurs at the upper
useful frequency range of the transistor, so at high frequencies
certain simplifying conditions hold. These are:
Xe >>Xc Re >>Xe H C >>XC>>RL
Rb >> Xe f >> f oc b
The following equations are taken directly from the
equivalent circuit.
Since as stated above Rb > > Xe and Xc > > Rb , the input
power under matched conditions (Rb Rg ) is
ivJ
2
Pin<r —£— (151)
4Rb
The output pov/er is
v
12
P„ = J - (152)o
Rl
since the output is matched R^ = R , where RQ is the output re-
sistance of the transistor. The output impedance for the high-
frequency case was derived as Eq. (58), and is
XCZ + Xc (Xe Rb )
Zout6 =
— ^~^ (153)
e (1 + hfe )Zg + (1 + hfe )Rb + *e
Using the approximation that hfe >>l and the simplifying
relationships stated above, the output impedance is
Xc
Zout e C (154)
kfe
BZe
Since hfe = , the output impedance can be written as
'e
c eRe
zout e = Ro Rl r < 155)
C CB
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Lquation (155) indicates that the output impedance of the
transistor is resistive at high frequencies.
Solving for the output voltage in terms of the current
generator BI rR _] yields
VL - BI |Re , RL - hfe I j-CeJ
RL ( 156 )
Since X
e
<< Re , Xc >>Rb , and Xc > > RL , solving for I i'cJ
yields
- - hfe i rCel
-
^C
I|C
el
=
IfCel ~ (157)
It has been established that R^ = R and R ~ . Using
' hfe
these relationships in Eq. (157), and solving for I In 1 yields
L eJ
X fc G1 ^—
*" (158)
L eJ 4 Rb
Combining Eqs. (156) and (158), and solving for VL , yields
VL^kfe """^ RL d59)
4 Rb
In terms of B
BXe Vs
VL
S- rl (160)
Re 4 Rb
or
B Vg RLfL /-
s (161)
" J«CeKe 4 Rb
Combining Eqs. (152), (155), and (161) and solving for the
output power, yields
B| V | 2
Pn ~^ ( 162 )O 'Z.
16 Rb
2 0)2 ReCe Cc
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The power gain is
P B
PG = — -r- (163)
Pln (2irf )
2 4 RbP eCeCc
Setting the power gain equal to 1 and solving for f yields
f =// (154)
8 « RbC c 2 tr R eC e
1
but f oce * and foCb = B fcxe • Therefore
2 ir CeRe
1/ x <*'bf =// (165)
f 8iT RbCc
Equation (165) is the fig-ore of merit for the transistor,
or the frequency at which the power gain is equal to unity under
matched conditions.
Alternate Equivalent Circuits
The parameters for the y-equivalent circuit, Fig. 27, and
the Tr-equivalent circuit, Fig. 28, will now be determined in
terms of the parameters of the basic equivalent circuit, Fig. 26.
The Tr-equivalent circuit will be useful in determining the de-
sign equations for neutralizing a transistor amplifier stage, as
will be shown later.
The transfer matrix parameters that describe Fig. 26 have
been previously determined in Eqs. (34), (35), (36), and (37).
In general the equations describing Fig. 26 in terms of the
transfer matrix parameters are:
Vx = A V2 + B I2 (166)
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II
B
^r
Vl
E
£ \A-
«.
12
C
BIM lv2
B
Fig. 26. Hybrid it-equivalent circuit.
Fig. 27. Y-equivalent circuit.
B^
Vl
E >
^/3
*-*-+
\ h *2 HWi
- C
^
i E
Fig. 28. ff-equivalent circuit.
I 2 m C V2 + D I2 (167)
The equations describing Fig. 27 in terms of the y-parameters
are:
*1 s yn *1 yi2 v2 (168)
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-I2 = j21 Vx + j22 V2 (169)
Solving hq. (166) for I 2 yields
1 A
I 2 - VX - - V2 - (170)
B B
or
1 A
-If = - - VX + - V2 (171)
B B
Substituting Eq. (170) into Eq. (167) yields
D DA - BC
II = - Vl " ( ) V2 < 172 )
B B
Comparing Eqs. (171) end (172) with Eqs. ( 168) and (169), the
following relationships are evident.
D
(173)
(174)
yn
B
BC - DA
y12 3
1
721
B
A
^22 "ZZ
B
(175)
(176)
From Eqs. (34), (35), (36), and (37), the transfer matrix
parameters for the hybrid rr-equivalent circuits are:
*epb + *eze + QZe **b i%mm%A = (177)
BZezc Re z e
B = - °
6 6
—
_
(178)
BZeZc - ZeR e
Re + BZe
C = - 1— (179)
BZeZc - ZeRe
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D=.-l-f UL (180)
BZ
e
z
c "
z
e
Re
Substituting Eqs. (177) through (180) into Eqs. (173)
through (176) yields
ZQRe + ZcR e
711 = (181)
R
e
Z
e
Z
c
+ Z
e
R
e
Rb + ZcRbRe
-
ze
y12 » (182)
Z
e
Z
c
+ Z
e
Rb + zcRb
BZe zc ~ zeRe . .
y2 i = < 183 >
R
e
z
e
z
c
+ zeRbRe + zcRbRe
ReRb + R eZ e + BZeRb
y22 » (184)
Re ze zc + zeRbRe + zcRbRe
Equations (181) through (184) above give the y-parameters
of Pig. 27 in terms of the hybrid tr-parameters of Fig. 26.
The following relationships between the parameters of
Pigs. 27 and 28 are evident.
Il
yn = Yi + Y3 = — (V2 0) ( 185 >
X 2
722 = Y2 + Y3 = — < V 1 " 0) < 186)
v2
J 2
721 Qm * Y3 " — < V2 - 0) (187)
Vl
II
712 " -Y3 s ~ (VX = 0) (188)
v2
Solving for the it equivalent circuit parameters in terms of
the hybrid it equivalent circuit parameters yields
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ZeZc + ZeRb + Z cRb
Gm 721 + Y3 "
BZeZc
Y2 = 722 " Y3 *
*1 - 7ii " *3
MA + zeRbRe + zcRbRe
ReRb + BZeRb
R
e
Z
e
Z
c
+ Z
eRbRe + ZcRbRe
(189)
(190)
(191)
(192)
zezc + zeRb + z cRb
Equations (189) through (192) give the tr equivalent circuit
parameters of Fig. 28 in terns of the hybrid-Tr parameters of
Fig. 26.
The equivalent circuit of Fig. 28 is more useful if the Y-
parameters are divided into their real and imaginary components
as shown in Fig. 29.
Fig. 29. ir-equivalent circuit showing real
and imaginary components.
Comparing Figs. 28 and 29, the following relationships are
evident.
*1 — + jcoci
Rt
(193)
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1
Y2 u — + jo)c2 (194)
R2
1
Y3 = (195)
R3 +
jcoc3
The following results are obtained by solving Eqs. (189)
through (192) for their real and imaginary components as indi-
cated in Eqs. (193) through (196).
Re + Rb
R l CT Rb ?e o— 2 2 (197)
Re + Rb + t^Ce%%
c l - C e (198)
Rl
!t
(1 + -~)
2
+ ^
2Ce
2Rb
2
le
p
r2 s __ ( 199
)
Re+Rb-"* cec cReRbRc
1 + gp^ _ - - _ _,
(Rb+Re) + ^Ce^Re Rb
B26
For low power transistor Re > > Rb , since Re ~
B ^ Rb , and Ig < 5 ma.
Simplifying Eq. (199) yields
iE(ma)
Rc
r2 cr ( 20°)
Rb 1 + 0)2GeC cRbRc
1 + B —
Re 1 + o>2Ce2Rb
2
At sufficiently high frequencies
C
e
P
e
R2 - -*—
±
(201)
"BCC
and since co
o<
. b sb B/Re Cc
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R2 ~ (202)
w c<b ce
Rb (Pb R s )
C 2 CTC C (1 + B ) (203)
(Rb+Re )2 ^c^r^r^
Solving for the real and imaginary parts of Y3 yields
C e R D + Re
^3 Rb (—1 + 2—2 < 204)
c
c ReRc 0) c c
C 3 = (205)
R e + Rb ce Rb
Re ~c Rc
SmI -'"
B(P D Re )
(Rb + Re )
2 + «*C#*Rb*!V
0) CeRbReB
*mR^ ,_ . _* . o„ 2p2p 2 (2 °6)
(207)
(H F e )2 c C e2Rb
2He2
Equations (201) through (207) give the parameters of the
equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 29 in terms of the parameters
of the hybrid tr-equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 26. Due to the
complexity involved in calculating these equations, the follow-
ing simplifying assumptions were made.
R c»Rb R c >>Re R C >>B Ce »C c
NEUTRALIZATION
The basic limitation imposed by the transistor on its ap-
plication in its upper useful frequency range is its inherent
bilateral nature. As the operating frequency of the transistor
is increased the internal feedback impedance between its output
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and input becomes smaller, and Instability due to positive feed-
back results. There are two basic methods of reducing the ef-
fects of the internal feedback and extending the useful frequency
range of the transistor. The two methods discussed are: (1) Iso-
lation by neutralization, and (2) isolation by mismatch.
Isolation by Neutralization
The principle involved in neutralization is simply to sample
the output voltage of the stage to be isolated and feed back this
voltage to the input with the correct phase and amplitude to
cancel the internal feedback voltage. Figure 30 Is an example
of a neutralized transistor stage.
-V
in
R2 R. c4
out
Fig. 30. Example of neutralized amplifier.
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The problem the designer is faced with is to determine the
correct value Tor the components that make up the neutralizing
network and develop an equivalent circuit to represent the
neutralized stage. The method employed in this report to deter-
mine the required design equations is to use the ir equivalent
circuit previously developed (see Fig. 28). The desired values
of the feedback components are determined with only minor calcu-
lations from this equivalent circuit. Figure 31 is the a-c
equivalent circuit of the neutralized amplifier.
N = transformer turns ratio
N > 1 = for step-up transformer
K <C 1 m for step-down transformer
Fig. 31. Equivalent circuit of neutralized amplifier.
From Fig. 31 it is evident that for proper neutralization
(assuming an ideal transformer)
% = N R3 (208)
CN m C3/N (209)
where R3 and C3 are given by Eqs. (204) and (205). Therefore
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% = N ( *bC e *b
+ Re
R eR ca)
2 C c
2
-) (210)
and
°N=-
I
Re + Rb C e Rb
(211)
\ Re c c Re
Equations (210) end (211) are the desired values of the
neutralizing components in terms of the hybrid equivalent cir-
cuit parameters.
Since neutralizing the amplifier eliminates the internal
feedback, the neutralized transistor can be represented by the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 32.
Fig. 32,
In Fig. 32
Equivalent circuit of neutralized
amplifier stage.
Rin = R l
'in
R, = R<
= C<
(see Eq. (197))
(see Eq. (198)
)
(see Eq. (199))
(see Eq. (203)
Gm = SmR + Jgmi (see Eqs. (206) and (207))
(212)
(213)
(214)
(215)
(216)
assuming
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% + J*>cN >> and RN + jo)CN >>
+ jco C
x
— + jo)C 2
R2
The common emitter configuration was used as the basis of
analysis in the previous example. The common base configuration
can be neutralized in a similar manner, the requirement being
that
*N = - 722 (217)
where Y^ = the effective neutralizing admittance
v12 = t^ie ^©verse transfer admittance of the transistor.
In terms of the common base transfer matrix parameters
(Eq. 83),
BC
- DA Rb< Be + BZe>
yi2 = (218)
B ZcRe (Ze + Rb )
assuming Zc >>Rb .
Figure 33 shows a typical neutralized common base stage
with the biasing network not shown.
Fig. 33. Neutralized common base stage.
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Isolation by Mismatch
Theoretically, isolation by neutralization is the optimum
method of stabilizing a transistor at high frequencies, but it
soon becomes apparent to the design engineer that though neu-
tralization is the optimum method it has certain troublesome
limitations. Transistor parameters vary from unit to unit and
since the neutralizing network must be identical to the internal
feedback network, considerable adjustment time is required for
each unit under production conditions. Wide-band amplifiers also
present problems when neutralization is attempted, since the
neutralizing network can be made optimum for only one set of
parameters and one frequency. It is possible to reduce the ef-
fects of the bilateral nature of the transistor without resort-
ing to the complication of a neutralizing network by sacrificing
gain in the interstage network. Isolation by this method will
be termed isolation by mismatch since the method requires a de-
liberate mismatch between transistor output impedance and load
impedance.
The problem is to determine the maximum load impedance that
will assure stable operation. Or, after the design of the stage
has been completed, meeting the design specifications, the stage
should be reevaluated to see if it is stable using limit tran-
sistors and components.
The equivalent circuit shown in Pig. 34 will be used to de-
rive the equation for the maximum stable load impedance. The
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equivalent circuit is identical with the basic equivalent cir-
cuit (Fig. 5) with
ana
Z_> =
lfe
Re Rc
_________________
<7 _
___________________
1 _«C eRe
'
1 + J«C CR C
BZe B
1 + ja)C eR e
Fig. 34. Transistor equivalent circuit, ter-
minated by load and generator impedances.
Assuming no externally applied signals, instability occurs
when I e I e .
Solving for I e ' in terms of the current generator h_re I e
yields
ZL(Rb Zg)
I e
' =
-hfeI 8
Ze (Rb+Zg)
( Z + 5_. + zL )(Rb + ZR + Ze )
Ze+R_+Zg
Since Zc»Ze , Eq. (219) can be simplified.
ZL *b + zg
x
e
= "hfe I e
zc
+ ZL Rb + zg + Ze
Instability occurs when I e
'
= I e , or v/hen
hfe
ZL Rb + zg
Zc + ZL Rb + Zg + Ze
+ 1=0
(219)
(220)
(221)
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Rearranging Eq. (220), to separate the terms l/Z . and l/ZL ,
and using the approximation that in the frequency range of in-
terest hfe > > 1, yields
1 1 hfe R D + ze 1 hfe Ze
( + _)( + — ) +
-cr (222)
ze Rb zg zc< ze + Rb) ZL zc< ze + Rb)
In general, Eq. (222) can be written in terms of real and
imaginary components.
(re(a) + j im(a))(re(b) + j im(b)) = -re(c) - j im(c) (223)
where re = real term
im imaginary term
1 1
a = + —
ze
+ Rb zg
nfe Rb + ze 1
b = + —
Zc (Ze + Rb ) ZL
c =
**e Ze
zo< ze
+ V*
Equation (223) can be written as two real equations.
re(a) re(b) - im(a) im(b) = -re(c) (224)
im(b) re(a) + im(a) re(b) * -im(c) (225)
Solving Eq. (224) for im(a) and im(b) yields
re(a) re(b) + re(c)
im ( a ) m (226)
im(b)
re(a) re(b) + re(c)
im(b) = (227)
im(a)
^•W. Gartner, Transistors Principles , Design, and Applica-
tions , D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, New Jersey,
p. 370.
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Substituting Eqs. (226) and (227) into Eq. (225) and solving for
im(a) and im(b), yields
im(a) =
-im(c) + |/(im(c)) 2 - 4 re(b) re(c) re(a) + re(a) 2 re(b)
2 re(b)
im(b) =
-im(c) ±J ira(c) 2 - 4 re(b) re(c) re(a) + re(a) 2 re(b)
(228)
(229)
2 re(a)
For possible instability, Eqs. (228) and (229) must be real
to satisfy Eqs. (224) and (225). If
im(c) 2
< re(a) 2 re(b) 2 + re(a) re(b) re(c) -
4
Eqs. (224) and (225) will be imaginary and stability will be
assured independent of load and generator susceptances. In a
tuned amplifier it is necessary to determine the maximum values
of the real parts of the terminating impedances independent of
the imaginary parts, since in the "tuning up" process the imag-
inary parts may assume a wide range of values. If the real part
of Eq. (222) is satisfied, then it is possible that during "tune
up" the imaginary part will be satisfied and instability will
result.
Setting Eq. (230) equal to zero (limit of assured stability)
and solving for re(a) re(b), yields
2 re(a) re(b) = -re(c) + | c | (231)
2 re (a) re(b) = -re(c) -
where I c I indicates the magnitude of c.
(232)
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Equations (231) and (232) describe two equilateral hyper-
bolas illustrated in Fig. 35.
Region of
instability
1/R,
re(a)
Fig. 35. Graphical presentation of Eqs.
(231) and (232).
In Fig. 35
oC ' m 2 -re (
hfe ze
/?-. -re (
Zc (Ze + *b>'
hfe ze
Z
cUe + Rb) :
) +
hfe ze
) -
Zc (Ze + Rb )
2
kfe Ze
zc (ze + Rb)
2
(233)
(234J
where
•Ibid.
,
page 371.
ce
(0*
R e + R!
CO
re (
Ze + Rb
) -r
o<e
Pe2
0T
Cx)
£
Rb'
'a)
c<e
re (
hfe Rb+ Z
Z c (Ze + Rb )
wcxe
) Cr
C cRb (BRb + Re )
Fe
2 +
0)
0)'
u
<xe
re (
hfe Z
Cc^Re Rb
e u
Zc (Ze Pb )
2
) cr
c<e
ca2
o *b*)(Re2 2^2
u
o<:e
hfe ze
V ze + Rb) 2
w Cc BRe
Re
2
+
0)'
c<.e
Rb'
(235)
(236)
(237)
(238)
Equations (235) through (238) were derived assuming Zc cr" ,
ja)C c
1
Re > > Rb' hfe > > 1» «*d woce -
Re c e
w^ e Is the common emit-
ter angular cut-off frequency described previously.
Assuming l/Rg and l/Rj, are positive values, Eq. (231) is
the one of interest. Substituting Eqs. (235) through (238) into
Eq. (231), and simplifying, yields the equation for sbsolute
stability.
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*e +
0)2
*b
Voce2
Be2 +
0)2
tv 2hbo
.3cKe
C cRb(BRb Re ) \
0)'
Ri
Rl
uoce
>
(239)
W
B co C CRQ ( Rb - P.e )'
u
o<ie
0)2
(p«2 i = Rb
2
)
2
"oce
2
Solving Eq. (239) for l/RL yields
0)
o)C
cBRe (Re -
r> 2RL 0)^
2(R 2+ F 2)(
<*><*
Rb )
2 Rg
e
9 *Dwo(e2
v
—
i Rb Rg+Re2+~
i
Rb2 )
0)Xe
ca*C
cRb <HRb R.)
(240)
Ve^e2 +
0)
R b
2
>
tac<e
When co is of the sane order of magnitude of w^q (mid-frequency
range), Eq. (240) can be further simplified to yield
Rl<
X,
B
Rg + E e
R«
where
1
0)0.
(241)
lg — c
If Eq. (240) or (241) is satisfied (depending on the frequency
range of interest), the transistor will be unconditionally
stable.
Conversely, the maximum stable value of Rg could have been
determined for a given Rl«
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Above a certain frequency the transistor will be uncondi-
tionally stable regardless of the terminating impedances. If
the transistor parameters are such that the l/Rg> 1/Rl Pl®ne
never overlaps the parabola in the first quadrant of Fig. 35, the
transistor will be unconditionally stable regardless of the values
of 1/Rl or l/Hg (assuming positive values). When this occurs
may be determined from Eq. (239) as follows.
0)2 o)2 _
2(Re + Rb ) ( CcRb |BR D+ Re] ) >
(») o 0) , ^
co C cBRe ( Fb - Re )
d (242)
u £xe
Solving Eq. (239) for the smallest frequency that will insure
2the inequality yields
Re
wc> wo<e (approximately) (243)
2 R D
If Eq. (243) is satisfied at the frequency of operation, stabil-
ity is assured regardless of the terminating impedances. Equa-
tion (243) is for the common emitter configuration. The anala-
3gous equations for the common base and common collector con-
figuration are approximately
4
a>b > .71/cD^VCcRb (244)
wc>*1/a,cxb/C cRb (245)
^A. P. Stern, "Considerations on the Stability of Active
Elements and Applications to Transistors," IRE Convention Record,
vol. 4, part 2, p. 46, 1956.
2lbid.
,
page 46.
3Ibid., page 46.
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Equations (244) and (245) indicate that these two configura-
tions are potentially unstable up to much higher frequencies than
the common emitter configuration.
Another method that can be used to determine the maximum
load impedance when mismatch is used is to use the criterion
that the forward power gain should always be greater by a pre-
determined number of dbs than the reverse power attenuation. One
criterion that has been suggested is that the forward power gain
shall be 10 db greater than the reverse power attenuation for
absolute stability. The reverse power attenuation is calculated
assuming the output load is such that the transistor's output is
conjugate matched. Then the forward power gain is calculated
for the same conditions. If the reverse power attenuation is 10
db less than the forward power gain, the transistor is stable.
The problem is to determine the required reduction in load im-
pedance if the matched condition produces a reverse power atten-
uation which is not at least 10 db less than the forward power
gain.
Calculation of reverse power attenuation:
Solving for I under the conditions previously discussed
yields
I-TV/XC (246)
The current through Z_ is
Donald G. Paterson, Circuit Design Consideration Using the
Mesa Transistor, "Application Note Number 14," Motorola, Inc.,
Semiconductor Products Division, May 1, 1959.
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Equivalent circuit for calculating
reverse power gain.
I8= I t
R v + Z + Zb g e
(247)
The voltage developed by the feedback current through Z~ is
— (248)
V
V r"—
6 - v
ZeZg
(Rb + ZR + Ze )
The reverse power developed is
8 V8
re(Zg) 88
V ZgZQ
Pb+Zg+Ze 8
The power at the load is
V V
re(ZL ) RL
where R^ RQ for matched condition.
The reverse power attenuation is
Rb + Zg + ZJ e
^e + 2e
j5
(249)
(250)
(251)
R can be calculated by finding the real part of Eq. (41).
The forward power gain is defined as the ratio of the power
delivered to the load over the power into the transistor.
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\e
Rl
v/here K^
e
Is given by Eq. (39) and
Zin is given by Eq. (40).6
(252)
PP c:
Bz
e
z
c
V zc+zL> +BZLze
re(Ri
(Z
c
+ ZL )ZeR,
(253)
)
R e < zc+ZL> BZcze
Equation (253) is the forward power gain, assuming Zc > > Ze
and Zc >> Re .
For stability
Pp 10 Pr (254)
Once the tv/o power gains are calculated, the value of load
resistance to achieve stable operation can be determined. As-
sume that Pp < 10 Pp. This means that the forv/ard power gain
must be reduced by some factor.
The new output power- should be
po - ~
K
i |i|' 2 Rl
(255)
where RL = R Q
K necessary reduction factor so that Pp 10 Pp.
Once K is known, the load resistance Rx placed in parallel
with the output resistance that gives stable operation can be
calculated. Figure 37 is a simplified version of the output
circuit of the transistor used In calculating the necessary value
of R_ for stable ooeration.
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Fig. 37. Simplified circuit for calculation of Rx .
The current through R^ in parallel with Rx is
i' = T
RL + px
(256)
2 Rx + PL
The new output power is given by
(FL + V 2 < pL"x>
P„ = U')
F LRx
= I'
H* "x (2 Px + FL ) 2 (PL Fx >
(257)
letting Eq. (253) equal to Eq. (255)
<B L + PX )HXFL
(2 Px + P L )
2
Solving Eq. (256) for Px yields
12 =
I%-
4K
(258)
I
— (-1 +
K - 1
(259)
K
Since K > 1,
K - 1
the value of Rx is given in Eq. (260).
rl *r~K~
>1 and the Rx of interest is positive,
Fx = ( - 1) (260)
K - 1
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BIAS CONSIDERATIONS AND TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
The choice of a proper biasing method to stabilize the
operating point of the particular transistor circuit being de-
signed is of paramount importance. An adequate biasing arrange-
ment should serve the following purposes.
1. Minimize the spread in the input and output imped-
ances due to the different d-c characteristics of
individual transistors.
2. Prevent the danger of overloading the transistor at
higher temperature due to increased collector current,
resulting from the changes in transistor character-
istics with increased temperature.
3. Prevent the possibility of thermal runaway, where
internal dissipation causes an increase in junction
temperature, followed by an increase in collector
current, and therefore a further increase in
dissipation.
Leakage Current Evaluation
The most detrimental cause of biasing instability is the
various leakage currents that are inherent in every transistor.
Listed below are the three pertinent leakage currents and their
definitions. Knowing the function of the circuit being designed
1General Electric Transistor Manual, 6th ed. , General Elec-
tric Company, p. 33, 1962.
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and the definition of the leakage currents of the one this is
applicable to, the design problem can be determined.
!• ICBO* Tn0 collector current that will flow when the
emitter is open-circuited and the collector-to-base
diode is back-biased.
2. I^bo* ^e ©tftf-tter current that will flow when the
collector is open-circuited and the base-to-emitter
diode is back-biased.
3# *CEO* ^ne collector current that will flow from the
collector to the emitter when the base is open-
circuited and normal bias is applied to the collector.
Further elaboration will now be given to each individual
leakage current.
!•
^CBO* *CBO * s the total leakage current that will
flow between the collector and base and is composed
of two leakage components.
a. An internal thermal leakage component due to
diode action which varies exponentially with
temperature, and is relatively independent of
collector voltage.
b. A surface leakage component which is directly
proportional to collector voltage and slightly
affected by increased temperature.
Since the leakage current IcBO fl°ws ?/hen the collector-
to-base diode is back-biased, this leakage current is applicable
to circuits where this condition exists, such as for normal
small signal application where the transistor is not in a
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"cut-off" or "saturated" state.
2. IgBO* This leakage current is similar to IcBO in
that it has a thermal and leakage component. I^BO
is often of the same magnitude as Icbq, and is ap-
plicable where the base-to-emitter diode is back-
biased, such as in switching circuits.
5. IcEO* 'I'his leakage current does not have a straight-
forward explanation as in the case of Iqqq and IebO*
One explanation is to postulate that IcbO wiH flow
as if the emitter were open-circuited Instead of the
base, but since the base is open-circuited the IqbO
that would normally flow must come from the emitter.
The emitter current referred to the base is
1
IE s jg where I B = ^OBO ^n this case. The
1 - oC
collector current referred to the emitter is
I c =s CXIjj; where I c = IceO in this case. Therefore
ICE0 « iCB0 , or I CE0 BI CBo- This current
1 - oC
is a major cause of thermal runaway when the tran-
sistor is operated with the base open or with a
large value of resistance between base and emitter.
Since this report deals only with small signal applications,
the leakage current of interest is IcBO*
For predictable operation of any transistor circuit it is
necessary to insure the bias stability of the circuit when limit
transistors are used and the transistor is subjected to environ-
mental extremes. Stating this problem as it applies to IcBO
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means that the "worst-case IcBO must De determined. Since in
many cases IcBO * s specified only at 25 degrees C on the manu-
facturer's data sheet, it is necessary to determine the maximum
value of IcBO at elevated temperatures.
Below is a method of calculating the "worst-case" leakage
current with the minimum data available. The method makes
several assumptions.
1. The thermal component of IcBO doubles for approxi-
mately every 10 degrees C rise in junction tempera-
ture. This is a well established "rule of thumb"
that is used in the transistor industry.
2. The leakage component varies linearly with voltage.
3. The leakage component increases with temperature at
a rate one-half that of the thermal leakage com-
ponent. This is a pessimistic figure but adds a
safety margin to the evaluation.
The transistor junction temperature is
(1) Tj - TA + ATpD
where Tj = temperature of collector junction
TA = ambient temperature
,ATpD = increase in junction temperature due to
power dissipated in the device
Therefore ATpD = K X P D
where K as thermal resistance in degrees C per milliwatt.
K should be given on all data sheets. If it is not given
""P. G. Thomas, "Determining I^o at Elevated Temperatures
and Power Dissipations," Electronic Design News , January, 1960.
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temperature (T g ). Therefore
^J max " •***
K
PD at T s
Also PD total power dissipated in the transistor
VBE
PD = I c (VcS + )
After determining the junction temperature that the tran-
sistor will be subjected to, it is now necessary to determine
the leakage current IcBO that will occur at this temperature.
From the data sheet the maximum value of Iq^q can be determined
at 25 degrees C. IcBO should be specified at two values of
collector voltage so that the surface leakage component can be
calculated. If IcbO is not specified at two separate collector
voltages, a measurement should be made so the leakage component
and thermal component can be separated.
An example for determining "worst-case" IcBO at a g*VQn
junction temperature Tj follows.
I CB0 (25°C) = X/(a max when VCB = zvdc
I CB0 (25°C) = y^ a max when VCB = kzvdc
It is now necessary to separate the surface leakage com-
ponent from the thermal leakage component.
I
a
= surface leakage component
I«I» = thermal leakage component
ICBO s I s "*" IT
Assuming that the surface leakage component varies linearly
with collector voltage, the two components can be separated for
a temperature of 25 degrees G.
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7 - *
I s + I T = x /{a I s >fa
K — 1
Kx - y
KI S + I T 7 M a X T = ' /f a
(K - 1)I S= (y-x)/{i AT VCB = Z vdc
At the voltage of operation the surface leakage can be de-
termined using the following relationships.
"VCBI =s voltage of operation
VQgg voltage at which I s is specified
VCB1
X • ss Is,/ta surface leakage component at
VCB2
voltage of operation
The conversion factor to determine I^gQ a "t elevated temper-
atures using the rule of thumb is
Letting ft =
Tj - 25° C
10
Conversion factor » 2
The total IqbOi at an elevated junction temperature Tj
and voltage Vqq, is therefore
IGB0i max - Isl " + IT
To insure reliable operation of the circuit, an additional
safety factor should be included to account for aging effects
on the transistor. An increase in the calculated value of 10
per cent should insure reliable operation.
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Bias Stabilization Techniques
The usual method for expressing the stability of the bias-
ing method chosen is in terms of a current stability factor Sj,
and a voltage stability factor Sy The definitions of the two
stability factors are as follows.
si -
sv =
AlcBO
AVCB
current stability factor
voltage stability factor
(261)
(262)
^ ICBO
Figure 38 gives the basic stabilization circuit and the
current and voltage stability factors pertaining to the circuit.
<
*-
-
<
H
R3
R2 \b4
1
Pig. 38. General transistor circuit with
current and voltage stability factors.
ST = -
1/R4
1 1 1/(1+B)(_ + —. +
J
R^ Rg R4
(263)
r
Sv m -(S1R4 + R3 1 +
B
1 + B
Si (264)
~TM 11-690, Department of the Armv Technical Manual, "Basic
—
—A *~-"Licatlon of Transistors, ' March, 1959.Theory and Appli
GO
The stability factors given in Pig. 38 are applicable to
any bias configuration that can be derived from Pig. 38, the re-
quirement being that any resistor deleted or shorted mu3t be re-
placed by a zero or infinity, respectively, in the stability
equation. As an example, consider the common collector (emitter
follower) amplifier and the common base amplifier shown in
Pig. 39.
H2
R4
+
R-
(a) Common collector (b) Common base
Fig. 39. Common collector and common
base configuration.
For the common collector configuration R^ m ex? and R3 = 0,
so the stability equations are
I/R4
SI "
1 1/(1- )
(— + )
R2 R4
(265)
Sv -Sj R4 (266)
For the common base configuration R^ = and Rg 0, so
the stability equations are
Sj = (267)
Sy -R3 (263)
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It is obvious from Pig. 38 that to obtain good stability
the emitter resistor (R4) should be large compared to the effec-
tive base resistance (parallel combination of R^ and ^2^' Also,
as is illustrated by the common base example, the optimum method
of bias would be to bias the transistor in such a manner that
the d-c resistance to ground is zero in the base current path.
This can be accomplished for the common emitter case by using a
transformer input illustrated in Fig. 40.
Pig. 40. Bias arrangement using a
transformer input.
Since the stability factors are inversely proportional to a
parameter that varies in a nonlinear fashion with temperature
(Icbo)» ** follows that compensation could be achieved by using
biasing parameters that vary in a similar manner. Figures 41
and 42 illustrate the use of two elements that are nonlinear with
temperature which can be used to bias stabilize a transistor
circuit.
Pig. 41. Thermistor control of base bias voltage
to compensate for deviation in bias
voltage due to IcBO*
Fig. 42. Forward biased junction diode for
compensation of variations of emitter-
base junction resistance.
Since the emitter-resistor-base potentiometer bias method
is used more extensively than the other methods discussed, it
will be given further consideration. Figure 43 shows the
emitter-resistor-base potentiometer bias method for the three
basic amplifier configurations.
Usually the criterion for adequate d-c stability is the
spread in emitter bias current that can be tolerated consistent
v/ith the design requirements of the circuit. For example, Re in
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Signal in
Signal out
l2 «> 1
Signal
bypass
(a) Common emitter
Signal in
O i-
Signal
-° out
R 4
(b) Common collector
Signal in Signal out
—
.
-c
AAA- T--0
"Signal I -w
bypass
(c) Common base
Pig. 3. Emitter-resistor-base potentiometer bias
circuits for the three transistor amplifier
configurations.
8-
all the equivalent circuits discussed is inversely proportional
to the emitter bias current. If Re varies due to a variation
of emitter bias current over o certain temperature range, the
input impedance, voltage gain, etc., also vary. (For example,
see Eqs. (38), (39), (40), and (41)).
In the usual case it is base bleeder resistances Ri and R2,
of Pig. 43, that must be determined for the desired degree of
emitter current stabilization. This is true since the values of
R3 and R4 are usually dictated by circuit consideration such as
the available bias supply voltage and the desired operating
point. In the common emitter and common collector configuration
R-iRp
the parallel combination of R-j_ and Rg* ( ), represents an
Rl + R2
equivalent resistance to ground that a signal input sees, so it
should be large compared to the input impedance of the trans is-
R 1R2
tor. Conversely, ( ) should be smell compared to R4 for
Ri + R2
good stability. In view of the above considerations it is de-
sirable to determine the optimum relationship between R-j_, Rg>
and R^ for adequate emitter current stability.
For the common base configuration it is R4 that represents
a shunt to the signal input.
Figure 44 will be used to determine the proper values of
Rl and Rg for a given tolerance of I e over the temperature range.
It Is assumed that Vc , R3, and R4 have been predetermined.
The symbols used in Fig. 44 are defined as follows.
.Fig. 44. Ocult for determining Rg.
Vjj = The d-c base Mas voltage which is negative with re-
spect to the emitter and positive with respect to
the collector for the PHP transistor illustrated. In
VCR2
terms of the parameters of Fig. 43, Vg = .
R l + R <2
V
c
= The d-c collector bias voltage which is negative
with respect to the emitter for the PNP transistor
illustrated.
Iq = The d-c base bias current.
IQUO = The base to collector leakage current.
Ijr • The d-c emitter bias current.
Iq as The d-c collector bias current.
F3 = The collector bias and/or load resistance.
R4 The emitter bias resistor.
RB Parallel equivalent of B-L and R2 of Fig. 43
Rl *2
It has been previously shown that
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IE
I - (269)
1 + B
From Pig. 44
( X B * I CB0) RB + EEB IERE VB
IE
RB " I CBO RB + EEB * X ERE = VB
1 + B
I GBO RB " EEB + VB
I IT =
•E
RB
+ RE
1 + B
(270)
(271)
(272)
The maximum emitter current will occur when IcbO * s maximum,
B is maximum, and Egg is minimum.
I CB (max) RB - EEB (min) + VB
IE max «
RB
RE
(273)
(274)
1 + B (max)
Therefore
RBx CB0 (»ln) - E^B (max) -I- VB
IE min
: + re
1 + B (min)
RB
VB = Ij (min) + RE ) - I CB0 (min) Rb + EEB (min)
1 + B (min)
(275)
RB
Vj3 = IE (max) + RjO - I CB0 (max) R^ + EEB (min)
1 + B (max)
(276)
/ IE (max) IE (min) v
p / + + iCB0 (max) - I CB0 (min))
V 1 + B (max) 1 + B (min) '
Ig (max) PE - IE (min) RE + EEB (min) - EEB (max) (277)
Assuming IcbO (™in) = and solving for RB yields
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(lE (max) - Ig (minHRE + EEg (rain) - EEb (max)
rb • Ji L (278)
IE (max) I E (min)
IcBO (max) - +
1 + B (max) 1 + B (min)
Solving for R^ and Rg yields
VC
R l = RB — ( 279 >
VB
%x VB
R2 m (280)
VC - VB
Thus for a given tolerable variation of emitter current
and worst-case variations of B, IcBO* and EEB» the va lues °?
the bleeder resistors R-^ and Rg can be determined.
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This report presents a simplified equivalent circuit for
the transistor which is useful at least as a first approximation
for deriving the pertinent equations which describe the transis-
tor. The equivalent circuit developed is presented in the hy-
brid tt form since it is analogous to the familiar conventional
equivalent circuit for the vacuum tube. The hybrid tt circuit
is derived directly from the bridged-T equivalent circuit which
is described extensively in the literature on transistors. This
report is limited to the discussion of small signal (linear)
applications of the transistor.
Equations are derived which relate the equivalent circuit
elements to the data presented on most commercial transistor
data sheets. By utilizing these relationships it is possible to
approximate the values of the equivalent circuit parameters from
a minimum amount of data. Once the equivalent circuit is devel-
oped the operation of the transistor can be approximately pre-
dicted over its useful frequency range.
Transistor matrices for the transistor in the three basic
amplifier configurations are derived from the equivalent circuit.
The basic configurations are the common emitter, common base,
and common collector configurations. The transfer matrices are
used to derive the equations which describe the transistor when
used as an amplifier in the three basic configurations. The de-
scriptive equations include the input impedance, output impedance,
current gain, and voltage gain. The equivalent circuit is sim-
plified for both low and high frequencies and the transfer ma-
trix and equations are presented for these conditions.
2Equations are derived describing the transistor amplifier
when voltage or current feedback is employed. For sufficiently
high gain units the amplifier can be made independent of param-
eter variations by using feedback.
The figure of merit for a transistor is derived from the
equivalent circuit. The figure of merit is analogous to the gain
bandwidth product for a vacuum tube. The frequency at which the
power gain of a matched transistor amplifier is unity is defined
as the figure of merit.
Since the transistor is a bilateral device possible insta-
bility occurs over a relatively wide frequency range. Two
methods of stabilization are discussed. The transistor amplifier
can be stabilized by neutralizing techniques. Using the equiva-
lent circuit the necessary values of the neutralizing components
are derived. Neutralization is the optimum method since the
amplifier can be conjugately matched at the input and output for
maximum power gain.
The second method of stabilizing a transistor amplifier is
to deliberately mismatch the input and/or output resistances.
This method results in a loss of power gain, but is simpler and
more predictable than the neutralizing technique. The equation
for the maximum value of load resistance which will insure abso-
lute stability is derived. The equation specifies the maximum
value of load resistance in terms of the equivalent circuit
parameters.
Above a certain frequency the transistor will be uncondi-
tionally stable regardless of the terminating impedances. The
approximate value of this frequency is derived in terms of the
parameters of the basic equivalent circuit.
The report is concluded with a brief discussion of conven-
tional biasing techniques. The various forms of leakage cur-
rents are discussed, including a method of determining Iqqq at
elevated temperatures. Since the emitter-base-potentiometer
method of biasing a transistor is the most common method used,
it is discussed in detail.
